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Research-Based Literacy Strategy For All Content Areas, Grades K-12
Comp 2
COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Participants will be introduced to sound and scientific research as it promotes literacy across all
content areas to help students build foundational skills across reading, writing, speaking and
listening. Teachers will learn how to scaffold student learning through the application of
research-based reading instruction to include and integrate the six components of reading: oral
language, phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, comprehension, and vocabulary. Participants
will learn the scaffolds behind each approach that aid students in the important transition process
across all content areas. Intentional, consistent, and rigorous teaching of reading and writing
strategy that improves student achievement will engage the 90/90/90 principled approach to
consistently streamline curriculum, curriculum resources, and assessment. Participants
completing this course will embed field-tested implementation tools to into planning,
preparation, and implementation.
STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES:
Upon completion of this course, the student will be able to:
• Plan and practice with strategy and implementation across specific content areas.
• Acquire and use the skills needed to effectively teach reading comprehension in primary
grades with an understanding of the oral and written language that facilitates it through
phonology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics as they relate to comprehending print.
• Restate and articulate the importance and function of research-based receptive and
expressive vocabulary instruction to include semantics, domain specific vocabulary
(academic vocabulary), and morphology as it relates to vocabulary development.
• Embed the research behind vocabulary instruction, and its role in students’ overall
understanding of word meanings, repeated practice, and comprehension of print in
planning documents.
• Scaffold research-based strategy as it builds student reading muscle through writing
practice, teacher modeling, and guided practice using applied principles of research-based
reading strategy, particularly for text readability, complexity, coherence, structure, and
overall comprehension for native speakers of English as well as English language
learners.
• Plan and prepare to teach using research-based strategy to move their students along a
continuum of reading success as it builds reading muscle.
• Plan and practice with numerous formal and informal assessment approaches for
comprehension, using data to make informed decisions with which to meet the individual
needs of students.
• Use research-based literacy strategy in lessons for rigorous application and
implementation.
• Use new strategies for rigor in reading and writing across all subject areas.
• Plan and practice with the scaffolding of research-based methods, strategies, and fieldtested tools for classroom implementation to aid all learners across all content areas.
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In order to receive a Passing grade, the participant must complete the following course
requirements:
• All discussion forums and/or scenario responses must include 1 original post to the
question prompt and one to another student in the cohort.
• All video viewed. When there are several video divided by grade-band, select the
appropriate and view.
• All books read in full, scrolling from beginning to end.
• All practice lessons and/or activities complete.
• All assignments complete (lessons or unit plans)
• Certificates will not be printable until all of the above conditions have been met.
CLASS SCHEDULE:
Module 1: Foundations of Research-Based Practices
Module 2: Across Content Areas
Module 3: Reading and Cognition I
Module 4: Reading and Cognition II
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Module 5: Rigorous and Research-Based Approahes
Module 6: Teaching With the Text Genres
Module 7: Online vs. Digital Text
Module 8: Working With Challenging Text
Module 9: Tiering and Scaffolding
Module 10: Scaffolding Discussions for Higher Order Thinking
Module 11: Scaffolding Discussions for Higher Order Thinking
Module 12: Solutions for the Reading Challenged
Module 13: Research-Based Practices for Oral Language Development
Module 14: Research-Based Practices for Oral Language Development
Module 15: Writing and Oral Language Practices
Module 16: Research-based Phonemic Awareness and Phonics Activities
Module 17: Phonemic Awareness and Phonics
• Assignment 1
Module 18: Oral Language and Vocabulary Assessments
• Assignment 2
Module 19: Writing Strategies That Work in All Content Areas
Module 20: Final Quiz, Reflection, Culminating Project
• Final Quiz: 10 questions m/c, t/f
• Assignment 3: Final Project

